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Recruit Virgil Bland, Platoon 1061, Company D, concentrates on his breathing as he completes his combat water survival qualification March 10. Recruits are required to be combat water survival qualified 
to graduate from boot camp. Recruits are taught that simply breathing and relaxing are a few of the most effective techniques for surviving in the water. Cpl. Robert W. Beaver/Chevron

Sgt. Graham Williams, water survival instructor, watches a Company D recruit wearing 
full combat gear, enter the water using the abandon ship technique during third class 
qualification. The requirement for entering the swim tank using the abandon ship technique 
ranges from 8 to 15 feet above the water. Cpl. Robert W. Beaver/Chevron

Staff Sgt. Nicholes Lentz, water survival instructor, left, helps Chicago native, Recruit Donovan 
Williams, Platoon 1066, relax in the water while he learns the backstroke. Cpl. Robert W. Beaver/Chevron

A Company D recruit helps a fellow recruit out of the pool. Recruits practice teamwork on nearly every training event in boot camp. 
Cpl.  Robert W. Beaver/Chevron
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Marines are known as amphibious warriors 
based on their ability to assault fortified islands 
by sea. 

During past amphibious assaults, some 
Americans have lost their lives by drowning in 
the surf. To give Marines a basic understanding 
of how to survive the watery forces of nature, 
they must qualify in Combat Water Survival 
training during boot camp. Company D recruits 
earned their qualifications in the first phase of 
boot camp March 10. 

Combat Water Survival training is designed 
to reduce the fear of water, instill self-con-
fidence and develop the ability to survive 
in aquatic environments, said Gunnery Sgt. 
Christopher Glocke, chief swim instructor and 
company gunnery sergeant for Instructional 
Training Company.

“We are a military branch capable of fight-
ing on all fronts,” said Sgt. Kendall Wright, drill 
instructor, Platoon 1063, Company D. “This 
training is important because if we do not have 
water survival skills, we will not be as successful 
(when attacking from the sea).” 

Recruits are required to perform several tasks 
in the water.  They swim specific distances, 
tread water and rescue teammates. 

“During this training they learn basic water 
survival skills,” said Glocke. “The training is 
not that hard. It helps recruits feel more con-
fident in the water, which is one of the most 
important things because it teaches recruits to 
relax, breathe and survive.” 

Recruits begin the course with CWS-4 quali-
fication, the minimum qualification require-
ment for enlisted Marines, which focuses on 
personal survival without combat gear.

At this level, recruits swim 25-meters in shal-
low water using the beginner or survival stroke. 
They are also required to enter the pool from 
a 15-foot tower simulating the abandon ship 
technique. After returning to the surface they 
swim to an area where they tread water for four 
minutes. Recruits then swim another 25 meters 
to obtain the minimum requirement for gradu-
ation.

After recruits complete the requirements for 
CWS-4, they move on to the more difficult third 
and second classes— which involve full combat 
gear.  

“I’ve always been a good swimmer because 

I grew up near the beach,” said Recruit James 
Clancy, Platoon 1063. “My preconceived notions 
were the most challenging. I didn’t think it was 
possible to swim with all the gear and I worried 
that the gear would drag me under the water.”

The third class qualification begins with re-
cruits entering the water using the abandon ship 
technique and swimming 25 meters. Recruits 
then don full combat gear, enter shallow water 
and swim 40 meters to the other side of the 
pool.

Recruits again enter the pool using the aban-
don ship technique, only this time from an 8-
foot tower while wearing full combat gear. One 
final 25-meter swim completes the third class 
qualification.

The second class water survival qualifica-
tion is the last level recruits can obtain in boot 
camp. The qualification focuses on assisting an 
exhausted or wounded Marine to safety while 
wearing full combat gear. 

After swimming 50 meters, recruits drag 
other recruits, simulating wounded Marines, 25 
meters to earn the second class qualification.

“As Marines, we will be put in situations 
where this training will save our lives,” said 
Wright.

Experience increases recruit confidence in basic water skills

Combat Water Survival training

Recruit Virgil Bland, Platoon 1061, Company D, concentrates on his breathing as he completes his combat water survival qualification March 10. Recruits are required to be combat water survival qualified 
to graduate from boot camp. Recruits are taught that simply breathing and relaxing are a few of the most effective techniques for surviving in the water. Cpl. Robert W. Beaver/Chevron

Staff Sgt. Nicholes Lentz, water survival instructor, left, helps Chicago native, Recruit Donovan 
Williams, Platoon 1066, relax in the water while he learns the backstroke. Cpl. Robert W. Beaver/Chevron

A Company D recruit helps a fellow recruit out of the pool. Recruits practice teamwork on nearly every training event in boot camp. 
Cpl.  Robert W. Beaver/Chevron

Recruit Russell Moore, right, Platoon 1065, Company D, tows Recruit Shane R. Fox, Platoon 1061, while attempting the second class swim qualification. 
Second class is focused on rescuing simulated exhausted or wounded Marines from battle. Cpl. W. Robert Beaver/Chevron

Company D recruits line up to climb the 8-foot training tower to perform an abandon ship 
technique into the swim tank during third class qualification. Cpl. Robert W. Beaver/Chevron 
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